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1 Introduction
We consider the Sample Average Approximation (SAA) method for 2-stage stochastic optimization problems with recourse and prove a polynomial time convergence theorem for the SAA method. In the 2-stage
recourse model, where one makes decisions in two steps. First, given only distributional information about
(some of) the data, one commits on initial (first-stage) actions, and then once the actual data is realized, according to the distribution, further recourse actions can be taken, so that one can augment the earlier solution
to satisfy the revealed requirements, if necessary. Typically the recourse actions entail making decisions in
rapid reaction to the observed scenario, that is, at the “last minute,” and are therefore costlier than decisions
made ahead of time. The goal is to choose the first stage elements so as to minimize the sum of the cost
incurred in the first stage and the expected cost incurred in the second stage, where the expectation is taken
over all problem instances and these instances are distributed according to the given probability distribution.
More formally, given a probability distribution on scenarios
A and

 a vector x describing the first stage
decisions, the cost incurred is given by h(x) = c(x) + EA fA (x, rA ) where vector rA denotes the second
stage decisions that are taken when scenario A materializes, c(x) is the cost incurred in the first stage, and
fA (x, rA ) is the cost of augmenting x to obtain the solution (x, rA ) for scenario A. We want to choose
x that minimizes the total cost h(x). Consider a discrete 
distribution and let pA denote the probability of
scenario A. Then the objective function is h(x) = c(x) + A∈A pA fA (x, rA ), where A denotes the set of
all scenarios.

2 The Sample Average Approximation method
Assume that we have a black box that one can use to draw independent samples from the distribution
on scenarios. A natural approach to computing near-optimal solutions for these problems is the sample
average approximation approach: sample some N times from the distribution on scenarios, and estimate
the probability pA of scenario A by p̂A = NA /N where NA denotes
the number of times scenario A
occurs. Now we consider the sample average function ĥ(x) = c(x) + A∈A p̂A fA (x, rA ) and find x̂ that
minimizes ĥ(.). Since the distribution {p̂A }A∈A assigns a non-zero probability to at most the N sampled
scenarios, if N is small, e.g., polynomial size then the sample average problem of minimizing ĥ(.) is an
easier task than minimizing h(.). The issue here is to bound the sample size N required to guarantee that
every (near-) optimal solution to the sample-average problem is a near-optimal solution to the true problem
∗
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with high probability. Intuitively we need N large enough so that the functionĥ(.), is in some sense, a close
approximation to h(.).
We show that for a large class of 2-stage stochastic linear programs, namely the class considered by
Shmoys and Swamy [5], we can bound N by a polynomial in the input size, the inverse of the desired accuracy, and the maximum ratio λ between the second-stage and first-stage costs. This thus gives more efficient
algorithms for solving this class of problems than the algorithm in [5], which is encumbered by the machinery of the ellipsoid method. In comparison, Kleywegt, Shapiro, and Homem-De-Mello [2] (see also [4])
gave a bound on the sample size that depends on the variance of a certain quantity that need not depend
polynomially on the input size or λ. Very recently Nemirovskii and Shapiro (personal communication) independently showed that for the stochastic set-cover problem with second-stage costs that are non-scenario
dependent, the bound of Kleywegt et al. is a polynomial bound, provided that one preprocesses the input to
eliminate certain first-stage decisions, and then applies the SAA method to the reduced problem. In terms
of lower bounds on the sample size, it was shown in [5] that the dependence on λ cannot be avoided.
Our proof technique is different from that of [2], and exploits the notion of subgradients and approximate
subgradients that was used in [5]. The ellipsoid-based convex minimization algorithm given by Shmoys and
Swamy [5] shows that, under an appropriately defined notion of approximate subgradient, one can minimize
a convex function in polynomial time using only approximate subgradient information about the function.
For a given class of convex functions, if one can compute these approximate subgradients efficiently by some
uniform procedure, then one might be able to interpret these vectors as exact subgradients of another “nice”
function, that is, in some sense, “fit” a nice function to these vectors, and thereby argue that minimizing this
nice function yields a near-optimal solution to the original minimization problem. For the class of 2-stage
problems considered in [5], one can compute approximate subgradients by simply sampling and averaging,
and therefore it turns out that the “nice” function is the sample average functionĥ(.).
We believe that our proof is simpler and may be of independent interest. The proof does not rely
on anything specific to discrete probability distributions and therefore extends to the case of continuous
distributions. In essence, our proof suggests that a performance guarantee statement about any algorithm
that uses approximate subgradients computed by sampling in some uniform way, can be translated to a
statement about the performance guarantee of the sample average method. We believe that our approach
can be applied to prove convergence results for the sample average method for other stochastic models as
well. In particular, Swamy and Shmoys [6] recently gave an algorithm for solving a class of multi-stage
stochastic linear programs to near-optimality based on a (uniform) sampling-based procedure for computing
approximate subgradients; this suggests that one might be able to use our approach to prove an analogous
polynomial-time convergence theorem for the sample average method for this class of multi-stage programs.

3 Analysis of the SAA method
We consider the following generic 2-stage stochastic optimization problem considered in [5].

pA fA (x),
min h(x) = wI · x +
x∈P

where

fA (x) = min
s.t.

A∈A
A

w · rA + q · sA
A

B A sA ≥ hA

(1)

D sA + T rA ≥ j − T x
A

(P)

A

A

A

(2)

rA , sA ≥ 0, rA ∈ R , sA ∈ R .

Here (a) T A ≥ 0 for every scenario A, and (b) for every x ∈ P, A∈A pA fA (x) ≥ 0 and that the primal
and dual problems corresponding to fA (x) are feasible for every scenario A. A sufficient condition for (b)
m

2

n

is to insist that 0 ≤ fA (x) < +∞ at every point x ∈ P and scenario A ∈ A. P ⊆ Rm
≥0 denotes the bounded

A
wS
feasible region of first-stage decisions and 00 ∈ P. Define λ = max 1, maxA∈A,S wI ; we assume that λ is
S
known. Let OPT be the optimum value. Shmoys and Swamy adapted the ellipsoid method to approximately
solve (P), given only a black box to draw independent samples from the scenario distribution.
The corresponding sample average problem is

p̂A fA (x).
(SAA-P)
min ĥ(x) = wI · x +
x∈P

A∈A

where p̂A = NA /N is the estimated probability of scenario A, N is the total number of samples, and NA
denotes the number of times that scenario A occurs in those samples. We assume that the polytope P is
0, R) = {x : x ≤ R}, such that ln R is polynomially bounded; Lemmas 6.2.4,
contained in the ball B(0
6.2.5 in [1] show that one
 1 can
 always obtain such an R. We show that for any , γ > 0, we can bound N by
1
poly input size, λ, γ , ln  ) , and have that with high probability, h(x̂) ≤ (1 + γ) · OPT + 8 where x̂ is any
optimal solution to (SAA-P). Our proof uses the notion of a subgradient and an approximate subgradient as
defined below.
Definition 3.1 Let g : Rm → R be a function. We say that d is a subgradient of g at the point u if the
inequality g(v) − g(u) ≥ d · (v − u) holds for every v ∈ Rm .
Definition 3.2 We say that dˆ is a (ω, D)-subgradient of a function g : Rm → R at the point u ∈ D if for
every v ∈ D, we have g(v) − g(u) ≥ dˆ · (v − u) − ωg(v) − ωg(u).
The above definition of an (ω, D)-subgradient is slightly different and weaker than the notion of an
(ω, D)-subgradient as defined in [5] where one requires g(v) − g(u) ≥ dˆ · (v − u) − ωg(u), since any
vector that is an (ω, D) subgradient according to the definition in [5] is clearly also an (ω, D)-subgradient
according to Definition 3.2. This distinction is however inconsequential; note that one could implement the
algorithm in [5] using the notion of an approximate subgradient given by Definition 3.2. In the sequel, we
will only use (ω, P)-subgradients, which we abbreviate and denote as ω-subgradients from now on. It is
straightforward to show that both h(.) and ĥ(.) are convex functions, and hence for both h(.) and ĥ(.), a
well-defined subgradient exists at any given point.
The proof is based on two main ideas. As mentioned earlier, in the convex minimization algorithm of [5],
the only information needed about the convex function to be minimized, is its subgradient or ω-subgradient
at any given point. The algorithm generates a sequence of ellipsoids of successively smaller volume starting
with a ball that encloses the feasible region, using at each step a cut passing through the center of the current
ellipsoid to chop off a half-ellipsoid and make progress; this cut is derived either through an infeasible
inequality (which one can assume is determined uniquely using an arbitrary tie-breaking rule), or if the
current center is feasible, then by a subgradient or an ω-subgradient cut. Thus, if we have two functions
g, ĝ : Rm → R that agree in terms of their (approximate) subgradients on P, specifically suppose at every
x ∈ P there is a vector dx that is both a subgradient of ĝ(.) and an ω-subgradient of g(.), then using dx
to generate the cut at x would make the algorithm run identically on both the problems minx∈P g(x) and
minx∈P ĝ(x). So we would obtain a point that is simultaneously near-optimal for both functions g and ĝ.
This only argues that there is one specific point that is near-optimal for both g and ĝ. But in fact, we will
show that if g and ĝ agree in terms of their subgradients even on a sufficiently dense finite set G ⊆ P
(property (A) makes this precise), then every optimal solution to minx∈P ĝ(x) is a near-optimal solution to
minx∈P g(x).
Next, we show that with a polynomially bounded sample size N , functions h(.) and ĥ(.) satisfy this
“closeness-in-subgradient” property with high probability, so every optimal solution to the sample average
problem is a near-optimal solution to (P). Our method of using subgradients on a dense set G to identify
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closeness between h(.) and ĥ(.) and prove the polynomial time convergence of the SAA method, is different
from that of Kleywegt et al. [2] who show that if x∗ is an optimal solution to (P), then the quantities
h(x) − h(x∗ ) and ĥ(x) − ĥ(x∗ ) should be close to each other at every grid point x, and use this to prove the
convergence result.
Let the functions h and ĥ have Lipschitz constant
 2KR (at most) K, γ, γ > 0 be two input parameters with
and ω = 8N . We first construct a suitably dense
γ ≤ 1 without loss of generality. Let N = log 
“gridding” of the polytope P. Let G = {x ∈ P : xi = ni · KN√m , ni ∈ Z for all i = 1, . . . , m} and


G = G ∪ x + t(y − x), y + t(x − y) : x, y ∈ G , t = 2−i , i = 1, . . . , N . Note that for every x ∈ P

. We say that functions g : Rm → R and ĝ : Rm → R satisfy
there exists x ∈ G such that x − x  ≤ KN
property (A) if
at every point x ∈ G, there exists dx ∈ Rm such that

(A)

1) dx is a subgradient of ĝ(.) at x, and
2) dx is an ω-subgradient of g(.) at x.
Lemma 3.3 Let g : Rm → R and ĝ : Rm → R be any two convex functions with Lipschitz constant (at
most) K that satisfy property (A). Then, g(x̂) ≤ (1 + γ)g(x∗ ) + 8 where x∗ and x̂ are points in P that
respectively minimize functions g(.) and ĝ(.).
Proof : For ease of understanding, consider first the case when x̂ ∈ G . We will argue that there is a point
x near x̂ such that g(x) is close to g(x∗ ), and from this it will follow that g(x̂) is close to g(x∗). Let
 x̃ be

and g(x̃) ≤ g(x∗ ) + . Let y = x̂ 1 − 21N + 21N x̃ ∈ G
the point in G closest to x∗ , so x̃ − x∗  ≤ KN
and consider the vector dy given by property (A). It must be that dy · (x̂ − y) ≤ 0, otherwise we would
have ĝ(x̂) > ĝ(y) contradicting the optimality of x̂. So, by the definition of an ω-subgradient, we have
x̂−x̃
γ
1
∗
≤ K
g(y) ≤ 1+ω
1−ω · g(x̃) ≤ (1 + 4ω)g(x̃) ≤ (1 + γ)g(x ) + 2 since ω = 8N ≤ 4 . Also x̂ − y = 2N
∗
since x̂ − x̃ ≤ 2R. So, g(x̂) ≤ g(y) +  ≤ (1 + γ)g(x ) + 3.

and
Now consider the case when x̂ ∈
/ G . Let x̄ be the point in G closest to x̂, so x̄ − x̂ ≤ KN

ĝ(x̄) ≤ ĝ(x̂) + N . For any y ∈ G, if we consider dy given by property (A), then whereas dy · (x̂ − y) ≤ 0 it
need not be that dy · (x̄ − y) ≤ 0, so we have to argue a little differently. Note that however dy · (x̄ − y) ≤ N ,
otherwise we would have ĝ(x̂) > ĝ(y). Let y0 = x̃, and yi = (x̄ + yi−1 )/2 for i = 1, . . . , N . Since
each yi ∈ G, we have dyi · (yi−1 − yi ) = −dyi · (x̄ − yi ) ≥ − N , and because dyi is an ω-subgradient of

. This implies that g(yN ) ≤ (1 + 4ω)N g(x̃) +
g(.) at yi , g(yi ) ≤ (1 + 4ω)g(yi−1 ) + N (1−ω)
(1 + γ)g(x∗ ) + 2 + 4. So g(x̂) ≤ g(yN ) + 2 ≤ (1 + γ)g(x∗ ) + 8.

(1+4ω)N
(1−ω)

≤

Now we show that h(.) and ĥ(.) satisfy property (A). First, as in [5], we show that to get an ωsubgradient, it suffices to approximate each component of a subgradient to within a certain additive error.
Then, we argue that with a large enough sample size, at any point x ∈ P, there is a subgradient ofĥ(.) that
is component-wise close to a subgradient of h(.) with high probability. Finally, we bound the size of G,
and show that we can set N large enough, keeping it polynomially bounded, so that property (A) holds with
high probability.
Lemma 3.4 Let d be a subgradient of h(.) at the point x ∈ P, and suppose that dˆ is a vector such that
dˆS ∈ [dS − ωwSI , dS + ωwSI ] for all S. Then dˆ is an ω-subgradient of h(.) at x.
Proof : The proof is almost exactly as in [5]. Let y ∈ P. Then, h(y) − h(x) ≥ d · (y − x) = dˆ · (y − x) +
ˆ · (y − x). Since xS , yS ≥ 0 for all S, the latter term is at least
(d − d)



(dS − dˆS )yS +
(dˆS − dS )xS ≥
(−ωwSI yS − ωwSI xS ) ≥ −ωh(y) − ωh(x).
S:dS ≤dˆS

S

S:d̂S ≤dS
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Recall that λ = max 1, maxA∈A,S

A
wS
.
I
wS

∗ ) be an optimal
Consider any point x ∈ P, and let (u∗A , zA

∗
dual multiplier corresponding to inequalities (2). It is shown
solution to the dual of fA (x). where
 zA is the
I
∗ is a subgradient of h(.) at x and d ≤ λwI . So the
in [5] that the vector d = w − A pA (T A )T zA
Lipschitz constant of h(.) is at most K = λwI . The sample average function ĥ(.) is of the same form as
h(.), only with a different probability distribution, so

∗
p̂A (T A )T zA
(3)
dˆ = wI −
A

is a subgradient of ĥ(.) at x and the Lipschitz constant of ĥ(.) is also at most K. Observe that dˆ is just
∗ averaged over the scenarios sampled to construct ĥ(.) since p̂ = N /N , and and E dˆ = d
wI − (T A )T zA
A
A
∗ lies
where the expectation is over these samples. Also for any scenario A, component S of wI − (T A )T zA
in [−λwSI , wSI ] since the dual has the constraint (TA )T zA ≤ wSII . The following lemma shows that dˆ will
be component-wise close to d with high probability, and is therefore an approximate subgradient of g(.) at
x by Lemma 3.4.
 
2
ln 2δ be iid random variables
Lemma 3.5 Let Xi , i = 1, . . . , N = 4(1+α)
c2
 each Xi ∈ [−a,
  b],
 where
X
/N
and
µ
=
E
X =
a,b > 0, α = max(1,
a/b),
and
c
is
an
arbitrary
positive
number.
Let
X
=
i i


E Xi . Then Pr X ∈ [µ − cb, µ + cb] ≥ 1 − δ.
 

Proof : Let Yi = Xi + a ∈ [0, a + b] and Y = i Yi . Let µ = E Yi = µ + a. We have Pr[X̂ >
 
 
µ + cb] = Pr[Y > E Y (1 + cb/µ )], and Pr[X̂ < µ − cb] = Pr[Y < E Y (1 − cb/µ )]. Let ν = cb/µ .
Note that µ ≤ a + b. Since the variables Yi are independent we can use Chernoff bounds here. The latter
2 
(cb)2 s
 
 
−
− ν sµ
probability, Pr[Y < E Y (1 − ν)], is at most e 2(a+b) = e 2µ (a+b) ≤ 2δ . To bound Pr[Y > E Y (1 + ν)]
we consider two cases. If ν > 2e − 1, then this quantity is at most 2−

− νsµ
a+b

(1+ν)sµ
a+b

(see, e.g., [3], Chapter 4),
2



ν sµ
− 4(a+b)

≤ 2δ . If ν ≤ 2e − 1, then the probability is at most e
which is bounded by 2


So using the union bound, Pr X̂ ∈
/ [µ − cb, µ + cb] ≤ δ.

2

s
− 4µ(cb)
 (a+b)

=e

≤ 2δ .

Theorem 3.6 With probability
at least 1 − δ, any optimal
solution x̂ to the sample average problem con

structed with at most poly input size, γ1 , ln( 1 ), ln( 1δ ) samples, satisfies, h(x̂) ≤ (1 + γ) · OPT + 8.


Proof : We will satisfy property (A) with probability 1 − δ. Let n = |G|. Recall that N = log 2KR

γ
. Note that log(KR) is polynomially bounded in the input size. Using Lemmas 3.5 and 3.4 by
and ω = 8N


2
ln 2mn
samples to construct ĥ(.), at any point x, the subgradient dˆx of ĥ(.) given by
taking N = 4(1+λ)
δ
3ω 2
(3) is an ω-subgradient of h(.) with probability at least 1 − δ/n. So with probability at least 1 − δ,dˆx is an
ω-subgradient of h(.) at every point x ∈ G.
 
To bound n, note that n ≤ 2N |G2 | ≤ N |G |2 . Each grid cell of G contains a ball of radius r =
√
and therefore has volume at least rm Vm where Vm is the volume of the unit ball in m dimensions.
2KN m


The grid cells are pairwise disjoint (volume-wise), and have total volume at most vol B(00, R) ≤ Rm Vm
√ 



m
n
2 =
since P ⊆ B(00, R). So |G | ≤ 2KNR m . Plugging this above, we get that N = O λ2 N 2 ln( 2mN
)/γ
δ




2KRm
1
1
1
O mλ2 log2 ( 2KR
 ) ln( δ ) which is poly input size, γ , ln(  ), ln( δ ) .
As shown in [5], under the slight assumption that for every x ∈ P and
 scenario A, either fA (x) is
1
I
0
minimized at x = , or the total cost w · x + fA (x) ≥ 1, by sampling λ ln δ times initially, one can detect
5

with probability at least 1 − δ (δ ≤ 12 ), that either x = 0 is an optimal solution to (P), or that OPT ≥ /λ
δ
. So to get a multiplicative (1 + κ)-guarantee, if we detect that OPT is large after this
where  = ln(1/δ)


initial sampling, then setting γ = κ/2 and  = κ/(16λ) above, we get that poly input size, λ, κ1 , ln( 1δ )
samples suffice to ensure that any optimal solution to (SAA-P) is a (1 + κ)-optimal solution to (P) with
probability at least 1 − 2δ.
Extension to continuous distributions. Notice that nothing in the preceding analysis relied on the fact
that we have a discrete probability distribution. In particular Lemma 3.5 and Corollary 3.4 also hold for
continuous distributions. This shows that the SAA method with a polynomial number of samples, returns a
near-optimal solution to the class of programs (P) where the second stage scenario is specified by a parameter
ξ that is continuously

 distributed
 withprobability density function p(ξ), the objective function is h(x) =
wI · x + Eξ f (x, ξ) , where Eξ f (x, ξ) = p(ξ)f (x, ξ) dξ and f (x, ξ) is the cost of scenario ξ determined
by the minimization problem in (P) with parameters w(ξ), q(ξ), h(ξ), j(ξ), B(ξ), D(ξ) and T (ξ). Here


S
. As before we have that at every feasible point x and scenario ξ, (a) T (ξ) ≥ 00,
λ = max 1, supξ,S w(ξ)
I
w
S

(b)

p(ξ)f (x, ξ) dξ ≥ 0, and that the primal and dual problems corresponding to f (x, ξ) are feasible.
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